STATEMENT (Continued)

we were with them, once they arrived at the van, they
ID 1 adult male and 2 male children, all three KIA. Among
This time I still had guns with Dis names to the north
on the van for security and and
It was still why I was on the F11 monitor the radio
while the 82nd element was looking around the area, they
found the ECPA, ICPA, laying 800m south east of
a truck on the side of the road. After 2am they was all
sick and do

Fired 150 rounds of link 556 from
his 24hr. and
Fired 50 rounds from his
240B.

AFFIDAVIT

I, ____________________________, have read or have had read to me this statement
which begins on page 1, and ends on page 2, I fully understand the contents of the entire statement made
by me. The statement is true. I have initialed all corrections and have initialed the bottom of each page
containing the statement. I have made this statement freely without hope of benefit or reward, without
threat of punishment, and without coercion, unlawful influence, or unlawful inducement.

(Signature of Person Making Statement)

WITNESSES:

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

INITIALS OF PERSON MAKING STATEMENT

______________________________
Exhibit L
15-11-28 INVESTIGATION INTERVIEW FORM

DTG 28 Feb INTERVIEWER INTERVIEWEE

1. EXPLAIN WHAT HAPPENED IN YOUR OWN WORDS AS CLOSE TO
   CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER AS YOU CAN REMEMBER?

   Statement - pretty clear
   Saw the van stationary from his position.
   Believed fire was coming from van.

2. WAS THERE A PLAN FOR THE MISSION? WHAT? WHEN DID IT COME OUT? WAS
   IT CLEAR?

   It's a frequent mission 5-5 hrs on 5-5 off. No brief this time beyond standard tactical.

3. HOW LONG WAS THE 1ST VOLLEY OF FIRE? THE 2ND?

   1-3 sec was engaged when they got there they took 2 RPG rounds.

4. DID YOU PID THE VAN? WHERE SHOTS COMING FROM THE VAN?

   Van was sitting where rounds were coming from. Looked like it was coming from behind van. He denied the entire time. Believed he had pin.

5. WHERE WAS THE SUN?

   High - didn't interfere with vision.

6. WHO GAVE THE ORDER TO FIRE?

   He told the VAN about Van, he told him to fire.

7. HOW LONG DID YOU HAVE TO FIRE FOR THE VAN TO STOP THE 1ST/2D TIME?

   1-8 sec.

8. WHEN WAS THE LAST TIME YOU RECEIVED A ROE BRIEF? CONVOY BRIEF?

   Convoy Brief: Standard tactical

   Convoy Brief: Standard tactical

   ALL ITEMS ARE REDACTED
   UNDER 5 USC 8(b)(6)
   UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED

   14521
Exhibit M
**SWORN STATEMENT**

For use of this form, see AR 190-45; the proponent agency is PMG.

**PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT**

**AUTHORITY:** Title 10 USC Section 301; Title 5 USC Section 2951; E.O. 9397 dated November 22, 1943 (SSN).

**PRINCIPAL:** To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately identified.

**ROUTINE USES:** Your social security number is used as an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval.

**DISCLOSURE:** Disclosure of your social security number is voluntary.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1. LOCATION</th>
<th>2. DATE (MM/YY/DD)</th>
<th>3. TIME</th>
<th>4. FILE NUMBER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FOB Striker</td>
<td>02/04/07 28</td>
<td>1900</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>5. LAST NAME, FIRST NAME, MIDDLE NAME</th>
<th>9. SSN</th>
<th>7. GRADE/STATUS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>8. ORGANIZATION/UNIT/DEPARTMENT</th>
<th>8. WANT TO MAKE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT UNDER OATH:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>on 27FEB06 at 1400 my squad, 3rd squad 2nd platoon, took over security operations on RTE 100m and RTE 100m and myself were located 500m west of the truck on RTE Fatboy when we heard an explosion in the direction of the truck. A couple of seconds later I called over the net that he was receiving RPG fire and small arms fire. At that time I gave the go ahead for our truck to move to another location. Upon arriving at the location I moved our truck into a position to set up support by fire. A few seconds went by then we recieved 2 more rounds of RPG fire. After the rounds were fired I was able to locate the origin of fire on RTE 100m southwest of our position. At the spot where I saw the fire there was a dark colored van that I thought it was coming from. I notified and told him that I thought that was the fire coming from the dark colored van located on RTE 100m. The gunner gave the gunner opened up our weapons on the van.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>10. EXHIBIT</th>
<th>11. INITIALLY MAKING STATEMENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Page 1 of 3 Pages</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
I had a MZ40B. After a few seconds of fire and I ceased fire. The Van tried to speed away heading east on RTE and myself were told to reengage the Van by to reengage the Van. I was unable to reengage at first due to my field of fire was blocked by truck. My driver pulled up away from truck to clear my field of fire, where I then reengaged the Van until it stopped on RTE. When the Van stopped, I ceased fire. At that time our element was no longer taking any type of fire. told to move his truck down RTE. Motorhead towards RTE to get a better view to see if anyone was in the Van or if anyone dead ran moved his truck into position but was unable to see due to the high reeds along the canal between RTE and RTE. Then informed that there was a cut in the reeds on RTE just parallel to where the Van had stopped. gave the okay to to move with a small element to the cut in the reeds. called back on ICom and said he could not see anyone in the Van but the windows on his drivers and passengers doors were shattered and that it looked like it had wrecked on RTE where it had stopped.
9. STATEMENT (Continued)  Told myself to stay via ICOM, To stay in place and keep anybody from approaching the Van until Dog 6 could move an element to the Van's location. When I saw the van after more rounds of fire came in it was clear that the rounds were coming from the Van or with a few feet of the drain as if the AIF were using the Van as cover. When we were receiving fire it was clear to me the the van was part of the fight.

AFFIDAVIT

I, HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT BY ME. THE STATEMENT IS TRUE, I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF PAGE PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF ANY THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE

(Signature of Person Making Statement)
Exhibit H
1. EXPLAIN WHAT HAPPENED IN YOUR OWN WORDS AS CLOSE TO CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER AS YOU CAN REMEMBER?

Didn't return fire until I got. Only saw van. Speed up. Told him to shout the van from other M114. You came from right where fire was coming from. Didn't see van in original position but did see it drive out of general area. Before he was told to fire on the van, he believed it was AIF would have fired anyway.

2. WAS THERE A PLAN FOR THE MISSION? WHAT? WHEN DID IT COME OUT? WAS IT CLEAR?

Standard Tactical Brief More Thorough Brief in the past. No ROE covered today.

3. HOW LONG WAS THE 1ST VOLLEY OF FIRE? THE 2ND?

Few seconds 20-25 Seconds

4. DID YOU PID THE VAN? WHERE SHOTS COMING FROM THE VAN?

When AIF fire stopped you took off to East. Didn't see van until it started moving

5. WHERE WAS THE SUN?

Not an issue

6. WHO GAVE THE ORDER TO FIRE?

Told him

7. HOW LONG DID YOU FIRE FOR THE VAN TO STOP THE 1ST/2D TIME?

RPG + Small Arms Sustained. Couldn't notice any breaks

6TH: WHEN WAS THE LAST TIME YOU RECEIVED A ROE BRIEF? CONVOY BRIEF?

Couple days ago. ROE didn't come out in convoy brief but had been briefed before.

ALL ITEMS ARE REDACTED
UNDER 5USC(6)
UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED

14527
SWORN STATEMENT

For use of this form, see AR 190-45; the presenting agency is PMG.

PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT

AUTHORITY:
Title 10 USC Section 301, Title 5 USC Section 552a; E.O. 9237 dated November 22, 1943 (SSN).
PRINCIPAL ROUTINE USES:
To provide commanders and law enforcement officers with means by which information may be accurately identified.
DISCLOSURE:
Your social security number is used as an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval.
Disclosure of your social security number is voluntary.

1. LOCATION
2. DATE (YYYY/MM/DD)
3. TIME
4. FILE NUMBER
   Fort Bragg
   19/07/29
   1400

5. LAST NAME, FIRST NAME, MIDDLE NAME
6. SSN

7. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS
   14529

8. WANT TO MAKE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT UNDER OATH:

   On the 27th day of December, 2022, at approximately 1430, I was at the home of [REDACTED] located at the corner of [REDACTED] and [REDACTED]. I was accompanied by my wife, [REDACTED], who was 300 meters west of us on [REDACTED]. At approximately 1500, a GRB was fired towards the home of [REDACTED]. I personally saw smoke coming from the interior of my home. At this time, [REDACTED] and [REDACTED] were standing outside our home. At this time, [REDACTED] was standing outside our home with a gun and began shooting at and shooting near us and [REDACTED]. After the smoke cleared, [REDACTED] opened a window and shot [REDACTED] in the head with a gun. At this time, [REDACTED] and [REDACTED] were standing outside our home and shooting at us. The gun was [REDACTED].

   At the time, [REDACTED] and [REDACTED] were standing outside our home and shooting at us. [REDACTED] and [REDACTED] were standing outside our home and shooting at us.

9. INITIALS OF PERSON MAKING STATEMENT

   [REDACTED]

ADDITIONAL PAGES MUST CONTAIN THE HEADING "STATEMENT" TAKEN AT DATED

THE BOTTOM OF EACH ADDITIONAL PAGE MUST BE INDICATED.

DA FORM 2823, DEC 1986
DA FORM 2823, JUN 72, IS OBSOLETE
ALL ITEMS ARE REDACTED UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED

14529
### STATEMENT

**TAKEN AT**  
**DATED**

9. **STATEMENT (Continued)**

ALL ITEMS ARE REDACTED UNDER 5USC(B)(6) UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED.

---

**AFFIDAVIT**

I, HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1, AND ENDS ON PAGE 7, FULLY UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CONNECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD, WITHOUT THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.

(Signature of Person Making Statement)

WITNESSES:

---

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

---

INITIALS OF PERSON MAKING STATEMENT

---

PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES

PAGE 3, DA FORM 2823, DEC 1996
1. EXPLAIN WHAT HAPPENED IN YOUR OWN WORDS AS CLOSE TO CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER AS YOU CAN RECALL?

Hears fire. Atroc R/RA, he returns fire. Tells him everyone taking fire. He moves to another truck no longer firing another R/RA W/ 15. Says returning where fire is coming from. Told him he's taking fire by van. TELL E/W wire order to fire. Van does this. It fires. It fires several rounds. Holsters calls cease fire. When van stops. Van starts moving out again. They pull off to the side. 

2. WAS THERE A PLAN FOR THE MISSION? WHAT? WHEN DID IT COME OUT? WAS IT CLEAR?

3. HOW LONG WAS THE 1ST VOLLEY OF FIRE? THE 2ND?

NA. Everyone SA/M was constant W/ 3 R/RA ROS

4. DID YOU PID THE VAN? WHERE SHOTS COMING FROM THE VAN?

Yes was stationary where he took last volley of R/RA fire. But he didn't see it.

5. WHERE WAS THE SUN?

No where. Where it could directly vision

6. WHO GAVE THE ORDER TO FIRE?

[Redacted]

7. HOW LONG DID YOU HAVE TO FIRE FOR THE VAN TO STOP THE 1ST/2D TIME?

[(15 - 15)] sec. 2 [(14 - 15)] sec

8. WHEN WAS THE LAST TIME YOU RECEIVED A ROE BRIEF? CONVOY BRIEF?

[Redacted]

ALL ITEMS ARE REDACTED

UNDER 5U5C(6)(6)

UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED
SWORN STATEMENT

For use of this form, see AR 160-45; the proponent agency is PMO.

PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT

AUTHORITY: Title 10 USC Section 301; Title 5 USC Section 2901; E.O. 9397 dated November 22, 1943 (SSN).
PRINCIPAL ROUTINE USES: To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately identified.
DISCLOSURE: Your social security number is used as an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval.

LOCATION

1. LOCATION

FOE STRIKE

2. DATE (YYYYMMDD)

20060228

3. TIME

1900

4. FILE NUMBER

5. LAST NAME, FIRST NAME, MIDDLE NAME

6. SSN

5-2-502

7. GRADE/STATUS

E-6/MD

8. WANT TO MAKE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT UNDER OATH:

On 27 Feb 06 my Squad was tasked to take over RTE security. My Squad was all set in place at 1100. At 1600 2-3A [redacted] received fire from the southwest from about 300m away on the south side of the canal. The fire consisted of 1 RPK followed by small arms fire. My truck was 50m west on RTE.

I called [redacted] on FM for a sit rep on what was happening.

I moved my truck to his location and call the swamp, which was manned by D-2-502 to let them know what was going on. Once I arrived at [redacted] location my truck was fired on by 2 more RPK also followed by small arms fire. My gunner [redacted] ID the location from the RPK. Being fired and small arms there was a blue colored van.

[redacted] ID rounds coming from and around the van. I told [redacted] to return fire on the van with a 240B.

and [redacted] have his gunner fire also which was a 240B. Gunner by [redacted]


9. ADDITIONAL PAGES MUST CONTAIN THE HEADING "STATEMENT TAKEN AT___ DATE___"

10. EXHIBIT

11. INITIALS OF PERSON MAKING STATEMENT

DA FORM 2823, DEC 1988

DA FORM 2823, JUL 72, IS OBSOLETE

ALL ITEMS ARE REDACTED UNDER 5 USC(B)(6)
UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED
9. STATEMENT (Continued)

After I talked a set rep to the swamp the van drove off at a high rate of speed. At that time I had  and engaged the van into the van stopped. I talked to swamp to let them know what had happened, called in that my squad had no casualties and to see if they had seen any Attack Aviation (Longbow 5-1). I moved my Vehcles to get in a better position to keep eyes on the van and the location were I was stop. I then had take a 3 mm ton to an opening in the rear from the canal to possibly ID any one that was in the van for movement at this time Longbow came on station and I also had them maintain on the van to possibly ID any one inside. Then had them check the area around the van due to the fact we were on the north side of the canal and the van was on south. Longbow spotted a crowd forming in a court yard south of the van that possibly to around 30 people and I don't know the swamp to let them know and they informed me that they were pushing a element out down RTE to check the van. It was Dog 1-7 and Dog 6 - Falcon 6 - new Falcon.
STATEMENT OF TAKEN AT 1900 DATED 2006-12-28

8. STATEMENT (Continued)

We were with them once they arrived at the van, they ID'd two adult male and 2 male children. All three KIA. Among
this time I still had with DI's want to the north
of the van for security and manage
the area so I was on the radio
while the Day 17 element was looking around the area they
expected RPG 800m south of
the dike. On the side of the road, after they had all
saw, and do
Fire 150 rods of link 556 from
his 245 and
Fire 50 link 2.62 from his
2.68.

AFFICANT

I HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT
WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 3. I FULLY UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE
BY ME. THE STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE
CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD, WITHOUT
THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE.

(Signature of Person Making Statement)

WITNESSES:

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to
administer oaths, this 28 day of Dec., 2006

(Notary Public Administering Oath)

INITIALS OF PERSON MAKING STATEMENT

PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES

ALL ITEMS ARE REDACTED
UNDER 5 USC(B)(6)
UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED
1. EXPLAIN WHAT HAPPENED IN YOUR OWN WORDS AS CLOSE TO CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER AS YOU CAN REMEMBER:

Saw the van stationary from his position. Believed fire was coming from van.

2. WAS THERE A PLAN FOR THE MISSION? WHAT? WHEN DID IT COME OUT? WAS IT CLEAR?

It's a frequent mission 55 hrs on 55 off. No brief this time, beyond standard tactical.

3. HOW LONG WAS THE 1ST VOLLEY OF FIRE? THE 2D?

Was already engaged when they got there. They took 2 AK-47 rounds.

4. DID YOU PID THE VAN? WHERE SHOTS COMING FROM THE VAN?

Van was sitting where rounds were coming from. Looked like it was conveying fired/believed it was the entire time. Didn't believe it had pin.

5. WHERE WAS THE SUN?

High didn't interfere with vision.

6. WHO GAVE THE ORDER TO FIRE?

Gave the order to fire.

7. HOW LONG DID YOU HAVE TO FIRE FOR THE VAN TO STOP THE 1ST/2D TIME?

1-2 sec.

8. WHEN WAS THE LAST TIME YOU RECEIVED A ROE BRIEF? CONVOY BRIEF?

ROE brief gives ROE brief around 21st.

Convo brief: Standard tactical.

ALL ITEMS ARE REDACTED UNDER 5USC(8)(6) UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED
Exhibit M
SWORN STATEMENT

For use of this form, see AR 190-45; the proponent agency is PGM.

PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT

AUTHORITY: Title 10 USC Section 201; Title 5 USC Section 2901; E.O. 9397 dated November 22, 1943 (SSH).
PRINCIPAL: To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately identified.
ROUTINE USES: Your social security number is used as an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval.
DISCLOSURE: Disclosure of your social security number is voluntary.

1. LOCATION
   FOB Striker

2. DATE (YYYYMMDD)
   20060728

3. TIME
   1900

4. FILE NUMBER
   7/1/AD

5. LAST NAME, FIRST NAME, MIDDLE NAME
   [Redacted]

6. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS
   [Redacted]

WANT TO MAKE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT UNDER OATH:

On 27EE806 at 1900, my squad, 3rd squad 2nd platoon, took over security operations on RTE [Redacted] and RTE [Redacted]. Around 1900, myself and myself were located 500m west of [Redacted] truck on RTE [Redacted] when we heard an explosion in the direction of the truck. A couple of seconds later, it called over the net that it was receiving RPG fire and small arms fire. At that time, [Redacted], told the go ahead for our truck to move to [Redacted] location. Upon arrival at CP [Redacted] location, I moved our truck into a position to set up support by fire. A few seconds later, by then, we received 2 more rounds of RPG fire. After the rounds were fired, I was able to locate the origin of fire on RTE [Redacted] to southwest of our position. At the spot where I saw the fire, there was a dark colored van that I thought it was coming from. I notified [Redacted] and told him that I thought that it was the fire was coming from the dark colored van located on RTE [Redacted].

[Redacted] and my squad opened fire on the van. At that time, all weapons were engaged on the van.

10. EXHIBIT

11. INITIALS OF PERSON MAKING STATEMENT: [Redacted]

PAGE 1 OF 3 PAGES

ADDITIONAL PAGES MUST CONTAIN THE HEADING "STATEMENT" TAKEN AT DATED

THE BOTTOM OF EACH ADDITIONAL PAGE MUST BE THE INITIALS OF THE PERSON MAKING THE STATEMENT, AND PAGE NUMBER MUST BE INDICATED.
STATEMENT OF
TAKEN AT 1900 DATED 28FEB96

9. STATEMENT (Continued)

m249 (50cal) and I had a m240B. After a few seconds of fire and I ceased fire. I tried to speed away heading east on RTE. RTE and myself were told to reengage the van. I was unable to reengage at first due to my field of fire was blocked by my truck. My driver pulled up away from my field of fire where I then reengaged the van. I stopped on RTE when the van stopped I ceased fire. At that time my element was no longer taking any type of fire. I was told to move his truck down RTE motorhead towards RTE. I wanted to get a better view to see if anyone was in the van or if anyone had ran away. I moved his truck into position but was unable to see due to the high reeds along the canal between RTE and RTE. I then informed that there was a cut in the reeds on RTE and also parallel to where the van had stopped. He stayed to move with a small element to the cut in the reeds called back on 50cal and got a positive hit on the van, but the windows on the drivers and passengers doors were shattered and that it looked like it had wrecked on RTE. I had stopped